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DEMOGRAPHICS

Aspiring luchadors, we know you’re out there. Maybe. Okay, 
probably not. Which is why Papa V isn’t just for fans of  
Mexican wrestling. Papa Vargas is for the nerds. Actual nerds 
and “nerds”, the ones who’ll buy it as a joke at Urban Outfit-
ters. We know that nerdy is cool, and obscure-as-hell is even  
better. And what’s more obscure than famous luchadors from 
the 1970s??  
 
Papa V fans are ironic and irreverent millennials who are avid 
consumers of pop culture.  They read the Onion religiously 
and spend their weekends combing the bins at vintage stores 
and record shops.  If they didn’t buy their bottle of Papa V at 
Urban Outfitters, they probably found it at a specialty grocery 
that’s closer to their apartment than Safeway. 

Ages 20-35! City dwellers! 

Disposable income for buying 

a funny-lookin’ hot sauce!

Papa Vargas’ top competitor is Kan Kun Hot Sauce. Like Papa 
V, this line features luchadors in their branding, as well as a 
mid-range price point and bright colors that aren’t typically 
found on hot sauce labels. But Papa V isn’t worried about 
the competition. Kan Kun’s brand is more stylized and main-
stream, while Papa V’s humor and oddball spirit will target a 
completely different (and younger) demographic. 

Competitors
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Colors

ILLUSTRATION typography

BRAND

Papa Vargas
Kava Pro Regular

irreverent

old school

Rift bold

style guide
Papa V is inspired by the insanely bright colors and 
hilariously classy covers of Lucha Libre magazines 
from the 1970s. Covers often featured bold, all-caps 
headlines and simple geometric shapes. 



SKETCHES
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After discovering those amazing 
Lucha Libre magazines for the 
70s, I was off and running. I love 
the shapes and crazy colors of 
the covers, and knew I wanted 
the label to feel like a modern 
take on those magazines. 



iterations



FINAL DESIGN



product shot
EXTRA HOT!!


